GTA ANNUAL CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

PRESENTATION AND WORKSHOP SELECTIONS: MONDAY 9th April
(Stage 5) Target audience * Link to specific topics

Dedicated Primary sessions

SESSION 1 Presentations 50 minutes
1.1 Masterclass Presentation: ACADEMIC LITERACY IN GEOGRAPHY (Stages 4 – 6)
This session is going to explore methods for improving students’ academic literacy especially in extended response
writing.
Research into HSC responses indicate that there are similar ‘levels’ of content in Bands 4, 5 & 6. The differences in
grades can be explained in terms of the students’ sophisticated use of theoretical concepts and their application
through relevant examples. However, the research reveals it is also the language (register) used to articulate these
ideas which is a consistent determiner of grades.
The masterclass will cover linguistic techniques for making textual responses in Geography more formal or
‘objective’ including the idea of analytical frameworks, nominalisation, theme/ rheme patterning and modality.
Each of these literacy strategies will be explained in terms of not only how they can shift register in students’ texts
but also how apply the techniques in the Geography classroom.
Presenter: Brian Miller
Brian is an independent educational consultant specialising in instructional leadership, academic literacy and
executive teacher coaching.
Brian has filled the many educational positions in his career:
English / History / ESL teacher; Senior Education Officer 1 in Literacy and SEO 2 in Training and Development
DoE; Senior Lecturer at the University of Western Sydney in the Secondary Teacher Education Program; DP and
Principal; Director Department of Education’s Leadership & High Performance Directorate where he authored the
Leading Teaching & Learning Module (Principal Credential), the Instructional Leadership Reflection Tools and
Leadership Development Initiative; Secondary Principal Council member of the Quality Teaching Council; Deputy
Chair of the Initial Teacher Education Committee and Chair of the Moderating and Consistency Committee which
oversaw all applications for higher accreditation.
1.2 Literacy in Geography - EAL/D students (Stages 4 & 5)
This presentation will focus on literacy strategies, pedagogies and resources that could be implemented in stages 4
and 5 geography, for students who come from EAL/D backgrounds.
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It will include student samples from professional development days that were attended throughout the year, as well
as resources developed by the HSIE staff to support EAL/D students. A 'writing in the classroom' professional
development presentation will be used to look at different literacy strategies used to cater for all learning abilities.
Presenter: Raquel Russo
Full - time Geography high school teacher having completed her honours thesis in Geography looking at tree rings
and climate. Raquel has taught stages 4 and 5 geography and enjoys teaching all aspects of human and physical
geography, particularly the new curriculum for years 7 and 9. Raquel has created many literacy resources for
Geography students after attending many professional development days on literacy, knowing our learners,
classroom management and teaching strategies and applying her learning to the development of resources to
support literacy.
1.3 WilderQuest Learning - environments, national parks and Aboriginal culture of NSW (K-6)
In this presentation teachers will explore the WilderQuest website and iPad app with rich virtual environments,
games, lessons, student logs and support resources suitable for the Geography syllabus for Stages 1, 2 and 3. 360°
Aboriginal storytelling videos will be viewed from the WilderQuest Campfire where national park Aboriginal
rangers provide valuable, authentic and meaningful opportunities to teach and learn about the identity, culture and
connection to Country of Aboriginal people from NSW.
The WilderQuest Learning program also includes national park field trips and school excursions.
This workshop is suitable for teachers of primary students, showcasing resources for the Geography syllabus and the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures cross curriculum priority.
Presenter: Kim Rendell
In her current role, Kim leads the education team at the National Parks and Wildlife Service supporting the school
excursions programs offered at around 50 national parks locations across the state. Kim also works on exciting
programs like WilderQuest, incorporating innovative technology so students and teacher can take a learning
journey from screen to classroom and into nature. She spent ten years as a secondary teacher in country NSW
including Lake Jindabyne Field Studies Centre. She also worked at a Catholic primary school and delivering
programs for students from Kindergarten to Year 12 at Environmental Education Centres in Royal National Park
and Observatory Hill in Sydney as well as with the school’s program for NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service.
This work combines her love of nature, time exploring in the great outdoors and the joy of teaching young people
about the natural world

SESSION 2 Presentations 50 minutes
2.1 Mobile connections: An inquiry based program for the Interconnections topic (Stages 4 & 5)
Imagine a world without mobile devices. For many students, this would be an alien world only found in history
books or their nightmares. Today mobile phones are used every day to plan trips, to work, shop and to connect to
friends and family on a local and global scale. The mobile phone is now one the most important pieces of
technology people have access to.
Mobile Connections is a Stage 4 Interconnections program developed in partnership with Field of Mars EEC and
Mobile Muster. The program provides an exemplar for how to develop technology rich inquiry based teaching and
learning programs that lead to action for a better world. The program focuses on the *Interconnections topic and
covers personal connections, technology, trade and production and consumption all through the lens of a mobile
phone.
Presenter: Steve Papp, Julie-Ann Sheridan, Larissa Shashkof
Julie-Ann and Steve have a career that spans many years in classroom and environmental education settings. As
educators at the Field of Mars Environmental Education Centre they have led the innovative use of digital
technologies to support fieldwork, environmental and sustainability education. Larissa works at Mobile Muster and
is responsible for developing and implementing the organisations social media, communications and educational
resources.
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2.2 Developing future Geographers (Stages 4 & 5)
Developing confident learners of the future is to ensure that students develop the skills and knowledge of the subject
to collaborate within group work, through independent learning and accessibility of relevant information.
Developing a real-world experience, through skills and knowledge is crucial for our current students who will
become the future citizens of our world. Learning how to apply information to the real world is the challenge, to
ensure that what we teach is relevant for our students.
Presenter: Toni Sheehan
Toni’s teaching degree is in Geography and she is currently completing a Masters of Arts (Geography). She is
passionate about teaching the real world applications of the subject and the skills that are needed. Toni belongs to
numerous Geography associations and clubs and has been able to integrate Geography into flipped learning and
Project Based Learning over the last 2 years as well as teaching it in a single classroom. Next year Toni is aiming
to make the subject more relatable to the students’ world in hope that they will develop the same love of Geography.

2.3 WestConnex & Priority Precincts - Change in Sydney's Inner West (Stages 4 - 6)
This workshop will provide a case study to use in the Stage 5 *Changing Places topic, and the information presented
could also be used to enhance a Sydney case study in the Stage 6 *Urban Places topic. It will look at strategies being
implemented by the State Government to address housing needs and transportation issues associated with
population forecasts and future growth. The economic, social and environmental sustainability of these strategies
will be examined, along with actions of individuals and communities to contribute to the development of a
sustainable urban future.
Presenter: Louise Swanson
Louise is a Geography teacher, a Vice President of GTANSW, co-author of a junior Geography text book series,
blogger and Deputy Principal of Sydney Secondary College, Balmain Campus. She has held a number of teaching
and non-school based positions within DoE schools. Her interests include coral reefs, urban change, innovative
pedagogy and technology integration.
2.4 Linking International Trade with the Australian Curriculum (Stages 4 & 5)
The Port of Melbourne is Australasia’s largest maritime hub for containerised, automotive and general cargo. From
the clothes you wear to the food you eat, the Port of Melbourne plays a very important role in your everyday life.
The Port Education Program opens a window to the world of traded goods and commodities offering exciting
teaching and learning opportunities for schools and community groups of all ages.
This session will discuss the free geography programs and resources offered at the Port of Melbourne, which link
directly with the Stage 4 topic *Interconnections.
Presenter: Kristy Janin
Kristy has years of experience both working within schools and within external education providers. She has spent
the last 5 years as an Education Coordinator for the Port of Melbourne, where she develops and delivers free
curriculum based resources for the local and wider community.

2.5 Flip your Geography class (K-12)
An introductory session on what a flipped classroom is and how a flipped classroom can be used to teach
Geography (Junior and Senior). The teaching activities (Quiz, Trade and Questioning) will demonstrate how to
engage students, deepen their thinking and able to apply geographical knowledge to answers.
Presenter: Richard Miles
Richard is HSIE Coordinator at St Peter's Catholic College, Tuggerah. He has been teaching for 13 years and
began teaching in the UK. I moved to Australia in 2010 where he has continued to teach Geography.
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2.6 Unpacking the new GTA Primary Resource (K-6)
Geography Alive is an exciting new online repository of exemplar units of work that support the implementation of
Geography K–6 (Stages: Early Stage 1–Stage 3). The units come complete with an extensive range of resources and
formatted worksheets. In this session, we showcase several units and guide participants through the process of
implementation. It is anticipated that the collection of units will grow over time and prove to be a valuable support
for Primary teachers.
Presenter: Dr Grant Kleeman
Dr Grant Kleeman is one of Australia's leading Geographical Educators. He is currently the Immediate Past Chair
of the Australian Geography Teachers' Association Inc. and Vice President and Treasurer of the Geography
Teachers' Association of NSW. In 2007, the Geographical Society of NSW and GTA NSW awarded Grant the
McDonald Holmes Medal for his 'Distinguished contribution to Geographical Education in Australia'. Grant
facilitated the creation and online publishing of this new resource to support the teaching of Geography in Primary
schools.

SESSION 3 Presentations 50 minutes
3.1 Microplastics and AUSMAP Community Citizen Science Program (Stages 4 - 6)
Every year the world adds 9 million tonnes of plastic to the ocean. Plastic doesn't decompose, it just gets smaller.
The ocean now contains millions of pieces of microplastics (smaller than 5mm), which may pop up as toxins in the
water. In this workshop, we will discuss the issue of microplastics and a new citizen science project to collect data
on microplastics (AUSMAP). Survey techniques that have been designed by scientists will be discussed with a
practical example. Draft Geography programs and opportunities for syllabus integration will be discussed with
examples from Stage 4-6.
*Water in the World *Environmental Change and Management *Biophysical Interactions *Ecosystems at Risk.
Presenters: Christine Freeman and Kate Keary are experienced educators from Department of Education
Environmental Education Centres (Rumbalara EEC & Brewongle EEC). At present, they are working together with
other scientists, government agencies & community groups and teachers to develop AUSMAP - a community citizen
science project on microplastics.

3.2 GIS and threatened species management: an education resource (Stages 4 - 6)
To help recognise 30 years of threatened species research into the population dynamics of the endemic Mountain
Pygmy-possum and to celebrate the work of the researchers and many volunteers we developed the Mountain
Pygmy-possum; on the edge, education resource.
The resource that is freely available from the NPWS website uses a variety of spatial layers accessed via a web
based Geocortex viewer to locate suitable and preferred habitat for the Mountain Pygmy-possum. Given the species
preference for south and east facing boulder fields, within a restricted altitude range, close to water with specific
accompanying vegetation types, the exploration of these layers provides an ideal biophysical interactions story for
the Australian alpine area. The Geocortex viewer is simply accessed via a website and requires no software or signin to use includes GIS functions like the ability to measure distance and area and reveal additional data about the
included layers.
The resource also includes a task demonstrating the Capture Mark Recapture technique used in the population
survey research work that has been conducted in the park to understand the species distribution and population
changes over time.
http://www.nationalparks.nsw.gov.au/education-services/teacher-resource-mountain-pygmy-possum-stage-6geography
*Ecosystems at Risk *Landscapes and Landforms *Environmental change and management *Biophysical
Interactions
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Presenter: Dan Nichols
For the past 20 years Dan has been working in Environmental Education with national parks in NSW. Most recently
his role has been as Discovery Coordinator and Education Officer for the Kosciuszko Education Centre, Kosciuszko
National Park. The centre has a focus on school education and has for many years been delivering alpine area
focused, Ecosystems at Risk and Interactions of the Spheres field trips for senior geography students in NSW. In the
mountains, we have also developed catchment management and Science (Biodiversity) excursions. On a state-wide
scale, Dan was involved in the development and delivery of the NSW NPWS secondary school education program
FUSE, developed for the 2014 IUCN World Parks Congress. FUSE developed research programs investigation
global ecological issues and provided opportunities for students from eight NSW school to present their research
and ‘Inspiring Solutions’ at the Congress.
3.3 Promoting conceptual change through fieldwork in Biophysical Interactions (Stages 4 - 6)
There are numerous claims in the literature about the value of fieldwork as a pedagogical tool in Geography,
including that engagement with fieldwork provides students with opportunities to develop subject specific and
transferable skills. To date there is little empirical evidence to substantiate the pedagogical benefits. The Social
Science faculty at Kinross Wolaroi School, Orange, and Susan and Rod from Macquarie University have embarked
upon a research project to examine the effectiveness of fieldwork in promoting conceptual change amongst students
and teachers in their geographical knowledge and understanding. The context of the research is related to
*Biophysical Interactions and inland riverine ecosystems. The purpose of this presentation is to introduce the key
ideas about the nature and importance of conceptual change in learning; introduce fieldwork as a pedagogical and
assessment tool for understanding common misconceptions; and utilising fieldwork as an effective strategy for
promoting conceptual change and encouraging deep understanding.
Presenters: Dr. Rod Lane & Susan Caldis (Macquarie University), Liam Callaghan and Jason Smith (Kinross
Wolaroi School)
Dr. Rod Lane has been recently appointed as Deputy Head, Learning and Teaching, in the Department of
Educational Studies at Macquarie University. He specialises in areas of conceptual change, assessment, and
pedagogy in the Social Sciences. Rod's research interests include investigating learning processes in
science/geographical education, and examining teacher quality and informing teacher professional learning.
Susan Caldis is GTANSW Vice President and a Councillor with the Geographical Society of NSW. Her experience
spans school-based leadership in HSIE, curriculum development for Geography, and in recent years, teaching the
HSIE Education and Geography Methodology courses within the Initial Teacher Education Program at Macquarie
University. In 2017 Susan was awarded a university scholarship and has commenced a higher degree research
pathway. Liam Callaghan has taught Geography for the last 16 years at schools in Sydney and the Central Western
region of NSW. Liam strongly believes that teachers need to challenge the constraints of the traditional classroom
and Geography through the opportunities provided by fieldwork. Engagement with a range of fieldwork experiences
not only exposes students to different environments but also provides them with the opportunity to develop
transferable skills which enable them to broaden their learning experience across a range of cross-curricular
disciplines. Jason Smith has taught Geography for 26 years at schools across the Central Western region of NSW,
in the UK, and Japan. Jason’s passion for fieldwork stems from the positive impact observed upon student learning
where engagement with activities ‘in the field’, particularly raw and remote environments such as the Macquarie
Marshes, not only reinforces theoretical learning from the classroom but enables students to break down abstract
concepts and develop a deeper understanding of the environment and the processes required for it to function.
3.4 A challenging geography classroom? Cultivate food and fibre education! (K-10)
The Primary Industries Education Foundation Australia (PIEFA) is the peak body for education on food and fibre.
PIEFA itself has over 50 resources on Primezone, aligned with the Australian Curriculum (with mapping to the
NSW syllabus), and Primezone (www.primezone.edu.au) hosts over 400 resources from other industries. The
resources have been developed to assist teachers covering content on food and fibre from K-10. The workshop will
present on a new 5-6 Geography resource, along with other recently developed geography curriculum content (K10). The session will provide an interactive lesson to highlight the wide selection of food and fibre classroom
activities available to teachers. The participating teachers will be provided with the ready and easy to use learning
sequences and other educational supportive resources.
*Sustainable Biomes (Food Security); Human Wellbeing; Stage 3
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Presenter: Kelly Spence
Kelly is an experienced science educator having worked in Australia and internationally, in diverse educational
settings. She has developed cross curricula interactive units of work suitable for primary and secondary students.
Kelly has developed, delivered and published professional teaching resources, with a recent focus on the food and
fibre industry. Kelly works as an Education Officer with the Primary Industries Education Foundation Australia.
3.5 Cost effective interstate fieldwork (Stage 6)
Arranging and conducting fieldwork interstate can be daunting, time consuming and costly. The aim of this
presentation is to show you how this fieldwork can be organised quickly and how a little bit of planning can create
some cost effective and exciting fieldwork that all can access! Using my own fieldwork case study as an example I
will show how it can be achieved.
Presenter: Cate Thomson
Cate has been a high school geography teacher for the past 15 years. She has a passion for exploring beyond the
classroom and making concrete links to the case studies that are relevant. Cate became a teacher to teach
geography and feels blessed to be able to do so.
3.6 Co.Lab (K-12)
Automated vehicles, sustainable food production and big data are just some of the hot topics that were presented at
the inaugural Co.Lab 2017 conference last year.
Co.Lab 2017, a joint Landcom and UrbanGrowth NSW Development Corporation initiative, showcased
collaborative research between government agencies, NSW universities and industry on city-shaping issues, as well
as highlighting the unique learning experiences that urban transformation projects provide students and their
teachers. The conference drew on current research projects which focus on smart cities, sustainability, placemaking,
urban design, urban agriculture, and autonomous vehicles, and also featured student exhibitions from a number of
the organisations’ current primary and secondary educational programs. It provided an opportunity for researchers
and teachers to engage directly with industry and government agencies working on large scale urban transformation
projects.
Nicole Campbell from Landcom will share ideas from the conference and the exciting work of universities, TAFE
NSW, and primary and secondary students as well as discussing how we can continue to innovate through research
and learning.
Presenter: Nicole Campbell
Nicole Campbell is the Manager, Research and Learning for Landcom, the NSW Government’s land and property
development organisation. Research and Learning focuses on engagement and strategic partnerships through
education, learning and research on complex urban transformation projects.
Nicole and her team work closely with leading NSW universities; vocational educational institutions, high schools
and primary schools to develop unique experiential learning and research opportunities relating to urban
transformation and place-making innovations.
Nicole Campbell has over 20 years’ experience working at a senior management level for government and nongovernment organisations (local, State and Federal). Nicole is a creative thinker, articulate communicator and an
innovative problem solver. Nicole’s research interests include governance; ethics; public administration; strategic
management and sustainability.

SESSION 4 80 Minute Workshops
4.1 Instructional Leadership (For qualified teachers seeking leadership guidance) WORKSHOP 80 minutes
This workshop is intended for teachers who are currently in or aspiring to, faculty leadership. The concept of
‘Instructional Leadership’ has attracted much attention from recent research into effective school leadership (Hattie,
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Dinham, Robinson, Darling-Hammond, Levin amongst others).
This workshop will touch briefly on the research and then elaborate the objectives, structures and strategies involved
in effective instructional leadership in secondary schools. It will necessarily reference the Australian Professional
Standards for Teachers (at the Lead career stage) as a guide to the kinds of educational practices that define
instruction leadership at the faculty level. The content will include using assessment practices to drive evaluative
thinking and measuring impact; leading the collaborative processes that develop teachers’ understanding of their
pedagogical roles and observation and feedback practices.
Presenter: Brian Miller
Brian is an independent educational consultant specialising in instructional leadership, academic literacy and
executive teacher coaching. Brian has filled the many educational positions in his career.
English / History / ESL teacher; Senior Education Officer 1 in Literacy and SEO 2 in Training and Development
DoE;
Senior Lecturer at the University of Western Sydney in the Secondary Teacher Education Program; DP and
Principal;
Director Department of Education’s Leadership & High Performance Directorate where he authored the Leading
Teaching & Learning Module (Principal Credential), the Instructional Leadership Reflection Tools and Leadership
Development Initiative;
Secondary Principal Council member of the Quality Teaching Council; Deputy Chair of the Initial Teacher
Education Committee and Chair of the Moderating and Consistency Committee which oversaw all applications for
higher accreditation.
4.2 The value of water in a liveable city – lesson planning and fieldwork guide (Stages 4 - 6) WORKSHOP 80
minutes
Our perception of value for water has changed over time. Access to waterways and use of water, have played a
significant role in the shape and liveability of our environment today.
In this workshop, learn how to identify the value of water in the world through fieldwork by:
• exploring different perspectives about water use and value over time
• planning in the classroom before fieldwork
• identifying how water influences people and environments
• using a range of observational fieldwork techniques to assess the value of water
• providing real world experiences of water management
• investigating the value of water, safely and for free, in your local area
*Water in the World * Place and Liveability
Presenter: Louise Roberts
Louise is an Education and Community Partnerships Officer with Sydney Water. She also has a background as a
classroom Geography teacher. Louise currently manages Sydney Water's education programs including industrial
site excursions, online content, teacher and student resources and heritage tours.
4.3 Developing a Spatial Technologies Program in your school (K-12) WORKSHOP 80 minutes
This workshop will provide participants with ideas and a scaffold to develop and embed the use of spatial
technologies across all years in your school. The workshop will aim to embed and develop spatial technology skills
as part of the geographic skills and inquiry from Years 7 - 12, in both class activities and assessment tasks.
Presenter: Mick Law (Contour Education)
Mick is an experienced Geography teacher who has also worked in the spatial technologies industry, including the
Education Project Officer for ESRI Australia. Mick now works for Contour Education, promoting the use of spatial
technologies in classrooms.

4.4 Immersive Worlds - Using Google Tools for Geographic Inquiry (K-6) WORKSHOP 80 minutes
This session will be a hands-on session with focus on utilising free Google Earth, Google Tour Builder and Google
VR Expeditions to immerse students in geospatial skills, creating virtual tours and focussing on rich meaningful
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geographic inquiry. Our students can now engage with geographic information & geospatial activities in ways that
have never been possible before in human history. Google recently launched a totally reimagined Google Earth,
which now includes stunning satellite imagery and brand new photographs of the planet. Users can now explore the
planet with interactive stories, use 3-D navigation, and more. In this workshop, we will look at students creating
virtual tours of the planet, following transects across oceans and mountain ranges, and selectively using the rich
layers of information to identify and isolate meaningful geospatial patterns on the earth’s surface.
https://www.google.com/earth/; https://tourbuilder.withgoogle.com/ ; https://edu.google.com/expeditions/
* Secondary teacher unfamiliar with Google tools or untrained in Geography may benefit from this workshop.
Presenter: Ian Fairhurst
ICT Integrator K-6 at Knox Grammar Preparatory School, Science Teachers Association NSW - Young Scientist
Digital Resources Coordinator, 2014-2016. Specialities: Design & Digital Technologies Integration, Coding,
Classroom Teaching, Robotics, Science & Technology Enrichment, GeoSpatial Technologies, Geographic
Information Systems, Multimedia, Visual Effects, Photography, Screen casting, Staff Support, Staff Training

4.5 Apps for Action (K-12) WORKSHOP 80 minutes
Action is a critical part of any quality geography program. Action does not just mean getting your hands dirty it can
also be supported by a great communication task. During this hands-on session, we will explore the use of iPads and
a variety of apps that can be used to communication geographical information in new and exciting ways. We will
animate, meme create and go beyond movie making.
Presenter: Steve Papp
Steve has a career that spans two decades in classroom and environmental education settings. As the principal of
the Field of Mars Environmental Education Centre he has led the innovative use of digital technologies to support
fieldwork, environmental and sustainability education. In 2013 he was named an Apple Distinguished Educator.

4.6 Running a whole day fieldwork activity- a practical guide. (K-12) WORKSHOP 80 minutes
This session aims to support teachers plan and implement low cost, engaging fieldwork for large groups of students
both in school and/or at nearby accessible locations.
There are several complex steps involved in planning – each of these will be covered in detail from risk
assessment/medical forms to organising equipment and the general logistical aspects of coordinating the day. Also,
sample kits and rotating station type activities will be demonstrated.
Presenter: Cath Donnelly
Cath has had 25 years’ experience teaching Geography in schools. She is a GTANSW councillor and a Board
Member of the Professional Teachers Council NSW. She is a visible leader in the online community and is
passionate about building the capacity of teachers to better integrate fieldwork and environmental education into
school programs.

See the Session Selection Guide to assist making your choices based on areas of interest eg
content, pedagogy, ICT & spatial technology, fieldwork and skills, Primary and Stage 6.
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PRESENTATION AND WORKSHOP SELECTIONS: TUESDAY 10th April
SESSION 5 Workshops 80 minutes
5.1 MASTERCLASS WORKSHOP: Building a Culture of Thinking in the Geography Classroom (Limited to
100) (K-12)
How might Geography teachers place critical and creative thinking at the heart of what happens in classrooms?
How might critical and creative thinkers attain deeper understanding of content and greater motivation to learn?
How might students become more alert to opportunities for thinking and learning? What is the right balance? And
how might students become thinkers, rather than do thinking?
Drawing on the decade long experience at Masada College, in this mini-course, Ryan Gill will introduce you to
building cultures of thinking using exemplar practice from his own Geography classroom, drawing specifically on
the books ‘Creating Cultures of Thinking’, by Ron Ritchhart, and ‘Making Thinking Visible’, by Ritchhart, Church
and Morrison. ‘Cultures of thinking’ is an approach to teaching and learning developed from research by the
Project Zero team at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Cultures of thinking are places in which individual
and group thinking is valued, visible and actively promoted as part of the regular, day-to-day experience of all group
members. By the end of this introductory professional learning workshop, teachers will have experienced and feel
equipped with a range of practical takeaways that can be applied immediately to their teaching practice.
Presenter: Ryan Gill
Ryan Gill has passion for everything teaching and learning with a focus on critical and creative thinking. As an
educator, his core philosophy is that learning is a product of thinking. Early inspiration came in the seminal work of
David Leat and the team at Newcastle University, UK and later working alongside the Harvard Graduate School of
Education Project Zero team. He is a key figure in the development of Cultures of Thinking and the Flipped
Learning pedagogies across Australia, regularly facilitating at conferences and educational institutions, including a
range of courses developed at the highly acclaimed Masada College 'Think Centre'. A founding member of the
Project Zero Sydney Network, his core aim is to share his passion for Project Zero ideas with others by providing
professional learning opportunities for educators.
5.2 We are all data analysts: Gathering, representing, evaluating and communicating Geographical
information in the age of big data (K-12) WORKSHOP 80 minutes
As connected teachers and learners, we have an abundance of data freely and easily available on the internet. As
Geography teachers facilitating the collection, manipulation, analysis and communication of this data can provide
students with deep and authentic learning experiences. This workshop will provide attendees with a range of cooperative learning and engagement experiences that will utilise a range of data sources, relevant to both the human
and physical dimensions.
Presenter: Lee Hancock
Lee has been teaching Geography for five years and has for this time had a strong focus on the integration of
various technological tools to engage and equip students of the twenty first century. He has taught stages 4, 5 and 6
and is familiar with all areas of the new curriculum and the senior syllabus. Lee was Head of Humanities at his
previous school and now only Geography in Port Macquarie. Lee presented a keynote address and two workshops
at GTAV's senior conference in 2017 on the integration of spatial technologies.
5.3 Applying online geospatial technology to explore a question (Stages 4 & 5) WORKSHOP 80 minutes
Teachers are providing very positive feedback on the AUSMEPA program: Ports, Interconnecting places, trade and
consumption. This program focuses on the use of various online geospatial technologies and datasets to explore and
answer questions of how ports are used to connect people, places, industry and trade. The presentation will
demonstrate how students can apply powerful online geospatial datasets and tracking data. All the resources needed
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for students and teachers are free and online and supported by research materials on ports and shipping as well as a
photo library.
Students start by tracking ships in real time. Most ships provide their details. They then examine Australia trade by
investigating datasets followed by building their own maps through National Maps and its hundreds of databases.
There are fascinating online presentations of Australia’s trade. Students add to their presentation using some of the
powerful tools provided in Google Maps. When the technology is applied, it all makes sense.
*The program is designed to maximise the learning outcomes for Stage 4 Geography :Interconnections
Presenter: Bob Winters
Bob Winters has been developing environmental education programs for the past 40 years. He is author of around
80 education books along with numerous websites, CDs and programs. He has developed the extensive marine
education materials for the AUSMEPA website. He is currently working on geography field study programs for
Winton Wetlands near Benalla. He also teaches part time at the Ecolinc Science Centre at Bacchus Marsh.
5.4 Marking senior Geography responses (Stage 6) WORKSHOP 80 minutes
During this workshop, participants will be guided through the marking processes used at the HSC marking centre.
Using short and extended written responses from current HSC students participants will have an opportunity to
discuss marking criteria, mark the responses with the guidance of experienced HSC markers and explore a variety of
ways to offer feedback.
*This workshop is designed for those new to teaching HSC Geography or those you have not previously marked
HSC.
Presenters: Sharon McLean, Adrian Harrison and experienced GTA Councillors
Sharon is an experienced Geography teacher and former Head of Geography and is currently engaged in providing
Professional Learning programs. During her teaching career, she has been a Senior Marker for School Certificate
Geography, HSC Marker and the Convener of the NSW Catholic Trial Examination Committee. Sharon is currently
a Vice-President of the NSW GTA.
Adrian is an experienced former Head of Geography and is currently Head of Social Sciences at Cranbrook School.
He is an experienced HSC marker and been involved in several Examination Committees. Adrian is a contributing
author to the current junior geography textbooks. He also conducts holiday lectures/workshops for HSC Geography
and is currently a councillor of the GTA.

SESSION 6 Presentations 50 minutes
6.1 Famine in a World of Plenty (Stages 4 & 5)
The world stands on the brink of an unprecedented four famines in 2017. This workshop, based on Oxfam’s work
on the ground, gives an overview of the hunger crises, the Integrated Food Security Phase Classification and what
‘Famine’ means, stories from the field and what our students can do to help. Ideally for use within Stages 4 and 5:
*Sustainable Biomes, *Interconnection, and *Human wellbeing and *Prelim: Global Challenges: Population.
Participants will leave with a presentation and video you can give your students to educate them and inspire them to
act.
Presenter: Oxfam Schools Program Coordinator
Working closely with Australian teachers, the Oxfam Schools Program encourages hundreds of thousands of
students across the nation to be caring and curious about the world and its people, to think critically and creatively,
and take positive responsible action to help end poverty. We are passionate about social justice, helping positive
change flourish and create impact, especially empowering young people to take up their role as active
global citizens
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6.2 Zombie Geography - linking ideas and skills (K-10)
This session demonstrates the Zombie Geography program, which is designed to have students apply both their
Geographical understanding and Geography skills to survive a zombie apocalypse. It can be differentiated to appeal
to various age groups or levels and utilises everything from basic Geographic mapping, spatial technology, data
interpretation, literacy skills and the application of advanced Geography skills. It can be merged with various
syllabus topics, allowing all teachers to utilise the program in various ways.
Presenter: Khya Brooks
At her school Khya coordinate stages 5 and 6 Geography and stage 6 Society and Culture. The growth in senior
Geography classes from none to two full classes each year are attributed to engaging content based on
contemporary issues and regularly incorporating skills and fieldwork including excursions to places such as
Tasmania and the Great Barrier Reef, to allow students to engage practically with their learning. Khya believes it is
important to allow students to see the application of their learning within the wider world, by regularly linking their
learning to real world vocations and problem solving. She has developed a variety of programs to ensure all
students can be engaged and extended within their lessons. As an example, she has merged topics of the Australian
Curriculum together to promote connections between content and allow students the time to learn through
interesting case-studies.
6.3 Integrating fieldwork into new curriculum teaching and learning programs (Stages 4 & 5)
In this session, I will share examples of where I have integrated fieldwork into programs for the new curriculum.
Fieldwork ideas related to each unit of work in the new curriculum. Advice on creating fieldwork excursions from
scratch and building resources to support data collection. Examples of primary data collection techniques,
qualitative and quantitative. Scaffolding fieldwork reports.
Presenter: Olivia Edwards
Olivia is a HSIE Teacher at SSC Leichhardt. And she has been teaching for 7 years in several different settings.

6.4 Geography and the Distance of Education (Stages 4 & 5)
In this session, you will experience our virtual excursions, our flipped classroom model of delivery, our resource
development and our collective genius in creating engaging Geography resources for our 21st Century Learners.
Collectively our Network has over 100 years of experience in teaching Geography and as a participant you will gain
an understanding of teaching via distance and by distance we mean by mental health issues, behaviour issues,
circumstance and general well-being. Our Network uses Geography to overcome many issues faced by our students
and create excited, engaged and curious citizens.
Presenters: Tiffany Cox, Melissa Ellis, Sally Egan.
Tiffany is the acting Head teacher of Southern Cross School of Distance Education in Ballina NSW. She is the
Distance Education Geography Network State Coordinator and our network has jointly written materials for the
new Geography Syllabus ranging from Life skills to our GATS students. We have incorporated PBL projects into
our teaching and learning materials. Our classrooms are unique and therefore I have lead staff in the Flipped
Classroom model of delivery as well as been the Project Based Learning instigator in our school.
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6.5 Urban dynamics shaping Sydney: A large city in the developed world (Stage 6)
Grant Kleeman addresses the apparent confusion around the meaning ascribed to 'urban dynamics' in the Urban
Places topic and explores those dynamics responsible for Sydney's social structure and spatial patterns of advantage
and disadvantage, wealth and poverty, ethnicity; and the city's changing economic character, nature and location of
residential land, commercial and industrial development. The 'dynamics' responsible for these changing spatial
patterns include economic change, technological change and social and demographic change.
*Urban places
Presenter: Dr Grant Kleeman
Dr Grant Kleeman is one of Australia's leading Geographical Educators. He is currently the Immediate Past Chair
of the Australian Geography Teachers' Association Inc. and Vice President and Treasurer of the Geography
Teachers' Association of NSW. In 2007, the Geographical Society of NSW and GTA NSW awarded Grant the
McDonald Holmes Medal for his 'Distinguished contribution to Geographical Education in Australia'.

6.6 Innovative Programming ((Stages 4 & 5)
This workshop will look at programming integrated units of work. It will look at the processes and strategies
involved in developing integrated units and how effective the strategy has been in engaging students.
Presenters: Debra Owens, Alex Pentz
Debra Owens is an experience Geography teacher and author and currently teaches at Roseville College, Sydney.
Alex Pentz is an experienced Geography teacher who is passionate about engaging students as active and informed
citizens.

SESSION 7 Presentations 50 minutes
7.1 "You expect me to do what???" Using PBL to teach Geography, Civics and Business in a single semester
(Stages 4 & 5)
Schools in the Australian Capital Territory are mandated to teach the Australian Curriculum Geography, Civics and
Citizenship and Economics and Business as compulsory subjects. These subjects are frequently placed together into
a single subject called either 'Humanities and Social Sciences' or 'Studies of Society and the Environment'. Adopting
a Project Based Learning approach and Business simulation can alleviate the stress of covering content within the
timetabled hours, as well as helping to turn students into active and engaged learners. This presentation will detail
the experience of teaching a combined Geography, Civics and Citizenship and Business and Economics to a Year 9
class using an airline simulation and a PBL pedagogy.
Presenter: Ben Archer
Ben is a lecturer at the Australian Catholic University in Canberra. He has been a secondary teacher, curriculum
coordinator, careers advisor, pastoral care coordinator, relief teacher coordinator, timetabler and Vocational
Education teacher in Catholic and Independent schools in the Northern Territory and ACT. Ben is a firm believer in
the scholar-practitioner model of education, and as such he maintains his lecturing position alongside a full-time
secondary teaching load.

7.2 Misadventures in Blended Learning (Stages 4 & 5)
Year 9 students at Chatswood High School undertake the Stage 5 Geography *Sustainable Biomes and
*Environmental Management and Change units in a predominantly online environment designed to support students
developing greater responsibility for their own learning to become self-directed students. Pedagogical vision blends
content and outcomes from both units to arrive at a blended ‘Sustainable Futures’ course with a sequence of
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teaching and learning activities aligned to school and faculty goals on literacy and differentiation.
This session will cover the conceptual approach to the unit including: reimagining and realigning syllabus content,
group learning and team teaching, tech support as well as approaches to learning design and assessment.
Through case studies of materials and resources used the session will explore what worked, what didn’t and what is
being improved for 2018. If you’re interested in an approach to blended learning, designing student-centred
differentiation or just hearing more about ambition falling short of reality, this ‘warts and all’ session should give
you something to think about!
Presenter: Dana Quick
Head Teacher at Chatswood High School where she is using blended learning and syllabus realignment to create
challenging units of work aimed at developing independent, self-directed learners.
7.3 Spatial Technologies and Project Based Learning K-12
This workshop will provide an overview and examples of how spatial technologies could be the technology to drive
good project based learning with your Geography classes
Presenter: Rebecca Nicholas (Contour Education)
Rebecca has been teaching Geography in both Queensland and New South Wales for 17 years. She is passionate
about the use of technology, and particularly spatial technologies in the Geography classroom from P-12. Rebecca
was the Head of Humanities at Brisbane State High School, and is now on leave working with Contour Education to
provide training for teachers in the use of spatial technologies.
7.4 GEO Flipped (Stages 4 - 6)
A Flipped Classroom was introduced to a Stage 6 class to leverage student learning using technology, particularly
iTunes U. This was mostly done by utilising teacher-created videos that students viewed outside of class time. The
flipped classroom also allowed students who were unable to attend school due to illness, travel, disciplinary actions
or personal reasons to engage with the course work and maintain contact with their peers. The course material is
uploaded so students can access content at their discretion, and can review coursework and videos as many times as
they need to, to understand a concept. This means classroom time is spent interacting in a more meaningful way
with students rather than lecturing. The introduction of a flipped classroom resulted in an increase in student
engagement, assessment submissions and improved grades.
Example topics *Senior skills *Ecosystems at Risk *Urban dynamics *Landscapes & landforms *Water in the
World
Presenter: Renee Stephens
Renee is an enthusiastic educator with over 10 years of experience teaching History, Social Science and English,
locally in Australia as well as Internationally across the Middle East and Asia. She has an undergraduate degree in
psychology and a Master of Education. This combination of education, work experience, and drive for community
involvement has allowed her to serve her school family in a concrete and far-reaching way. During her time
working overseas, Renee published courses on iTunes U for Apple, and worked in a full iPad school. This enabled
her to present numerous workshops for schools and universities across the Middle East via iPad. Particularly
focusing on how to implement literacy in a flipped classroom. Renee’s biggest success to date is knowing that her
students feel safe in her classroom and seeing that amazing look of personal achievement on their faces when the
student “gets it”.
7.5 Case Studies for Stage 6
This presentation will provide Stage 6 teachers with case studies that could be used to complement the syllabus:
Estuaries, and Malaria as a *Biophysical Interaction for Year 11; and Sydney as Two Cities for *Urban Dynamics
for Year 12.
The session will focus on content, but more importantly, provide practical strategies that can be used to incorporate
the case study within the lesson.
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Presenter: Marco Cimino
Marco is a 7-12 HSIE educator, and Assistant HSIE Coordinator (from 2018). He believes that building
relationships with students is crucial in providing them with a safe environment to learn in. As such, he utilises
flipped learning (currently flipping Business Studies) to allow time to be shifted towards allowing more
collaborative work, and to allow him the time to individualise his approach to students and better address their
needs. Marco has been named in the Top 100 flipped learning leaders in the world by the Flipped Learning Global
Initiative, and is a Certified Trainer. He also harnesses the power of technology to collect, analyse, and act on data
to better address the needs of students.

7.6 Geography fieldwork in urban environments to enrich syllabus content (Stages 4 - 6)
This session will investigate fieldwork techniques and sites to explore content in Stage 4-6 Geography, including a
case study of Green Square. This fieldwork program focuses on the dynamics of Urban
Renewal and Consolidation in Green Square, including presentations by the City of Sydney and Landcom, and a site
visit to parts of Green Square so that students can rate the liveability of the suburb according to key planning
principals, as outlined by the City’s planners and articulated in the Metropolitan Plan for Sydney 2036. This session
will be co-presented by Jennifer Sweeney of Landcom, who is one of the major stakeholders in Green Square’s
renewal and consolidation.
Presenters: Glen Halliday and Jennifer Sweeney
Glen Halliday is the Principal of the Observatory Hill EEC, a DOE school specialising in urban based
environmental programs. He has a Geography teaching background and focuses mainly on designing and
delivering geography fieldwork in the inner city. Glen has taught Geography for over 30 years.
Jennifer Sweeney has worked in the property development industry for over 20 years, with focus on delivering large
scale and complex urban renewal projects at Five Dock, Oatlands, Little Bay and Green Square.
Building on a background in construction and property valuation, Jennifer’s affinity for engagement has led her to
specialise in applying collaborative approaches to community facility delivery, and stakeholder engagement.
Currently, Jennifer is the Communications and Stakeholder Engagement Manager at Landcom. She is responsible
for Riverstone Scheduled Lands and Green Square Town Centre where her role involves managing community
relations, project communications and events as well as activation and placemaking.
Jennifer is passionate about humanising new environments through engagement.
SESSION 8 Workshops 80 minutes
8.1 Sydney Harbour: A diverse marine environment (Stages 4 - 6) Workshop 80 minutes
This workshop examines the marine environment of Sydney Harbour, based around a unit of work being developed
for Stage 5 *Environmental Change and Management. The activities, information and ideas presented would be
equally relevant and adapted to Stage 2 Earth's Environment; Stage 3 *Factors that affect places; Stage 4 / 5
*Elective Geography (Oceanography) and Stage 6 *Ecosystems at risk. Learn about harbour biodiversity and
ecosystems, the anthropogenic changes that threaten the harbour’s marine environments and their management.
Toxins, micro-plastics and climate change are contemporary issues that will be addressed. Participants will receive a
program, resources and hear about exciting fieldwork opportunities offered by Observatory Hill Environmental
Education Centre and the Sydney Institute of Marine Science. Time to try something new.
Presenters: Lorraine Chaffer, Glen Halliday
Lorraine Chaffer is President GTA NSW, Bulletin Editor, Geography Consultant and Author. She has 37 years
teaching experience and is currently developing resources for the new Geography Syllabus K - 10, assisting schools
in programming, creating fieldwork opportunities and using creative pedagogies to develop deep knowledge and
understanding to effectively teach the new K-10 Syllabus and Stage 6. Lorraine has a passion for physical
Geography and developing new teaching resources.
Glen Halliday is the Principal of the Observatory Hill EEC, a DOE school specialising in urban based
environmental programs. Glen has a Geography teaching background and focuses mainly in designing and
delivering K-12 geography fieldwork in the Inner city. Glen has taught Geography for over 30 years.
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8.2 The Ultimate School Fieldwork Toolkit (K – 12) Workshop 80 minutes
This interactive and hands on workshop aims to provide Primary and Secondary Geography Teachers with the
inquiry skills of acquiring, processing and communicating geographical information outside the classroom. This
interactive and hands on workshop will demonstrate proper methods for field equipment use, the process for
collecting accurate data, how to analyse the primary data that has been collected, and how to apply it to proper
scientific method. A wide variety of equipment, tools and techniques will be demonstrated to and used by the
teachers including, but not limited to: hygrometers, light meters, wind meters, turbidity tubes, salinity meters,
sediment and water pH kits, Chem met water quality kits, clinometers, vegetation transects, quadrat sampling
techniques, cloud and plant identification charts, scats tracks and traces charts, ideas for sensory fieldwork activities,
and cross curricular fieldwork activities, including the use of the D’harawal 6 Seasons Calendar. Following this
workshop the teachers will be provided with a resource list and links to develop their own ‘School Fieldwork
Toolkit’ as well as the knowledge, skills and confidence to authentically imbed fieldwork into their students
learning.
Presenters: Christine Freeman, Danielle Leggo
Christine Freeman has over 15 years’ experience teaching in NSW Department of Education, Environmental
Education Centres (EEC). She is principal at Rumbalara EEC and committed to increasing students' connection
with nature and encouraging them to engage in local environmental sustainability projects. Christine is an
executive member of Australian Association Environmental Education (AAEE)-NSW Chapter and is the Chair of the
schools’ subcommittee. She also contributes to local sustainability issues through her role in the Central Coast
Environmental Education Network (CCEEN).
Danielle Leggo has three years’ experience as a classroom Geography teacher before moving into the role of
Education Officer and then Education Coordinator with the Sydney Olympic Park Authority. Over the past 15 years
she has developed and delivered syllabus related school excursion programs to enhance students understanding and
love of the world around them. She leads a large team of field based educators at Sydney Olympic Park, and enjoys
developing their skills in facilitating student learning through the geographical inquiry process.
8.3 Galactic Mappers for Teachers (K-10) Workshop 80 minutes
Galactic Mappers is a hands-on session to engage students in map making skills. Students work in groups to develop
their own continents, adding geographical features to earn points along the way. The session would focus on
delivering the session to teachers to give them the confidence to deliver the session at their own school.
Presenter: Jaye Dunn, Aida Ghorayeb
Jaye Dunn is a passionate Geography teacher with approximately 13 years’ experience. She is currently in a
classroom teaching role. work hard to develop exciting and challenging resources to engage students with Geography
and promote the study of this subject. Jaye has had a coordinating role in her faculty to oversee the implementation
of the new syllabus and is the enrichment coordinator at Epping Boys High School, where she currently teaches.
Aida Ghorayeb is a Social Science teacher with approximately 7 years’ experience. Aida is passionate about
literacy, differentiation and enrichment education. Aida is currently in a classroom teacher role and has experience
teaching gifted and talented programs, such as Accelerated Business Studies. She teaches at Epping Boys High
School, where she holds the co-coordinator role of the enrichment program, in the Middle School.

8.4 Flipped Learning for the Humanities (Stages 4 – 6) Workshop 80 minutes
This workshop provides educators with the background to flipped learning, how and why to use it, and how you can
differentiate your practice with it. It will also explore the methods you can use to collect and analyse data associated
with it in a formative way to better meet the individual needs for your students. Finally, the workshop will allow
you time to begin creating your content to try flipped learning for yourself. Please come with a lesson or unit you
will like to flip in mind. Participants will also need a device.
Presenter: Marco Cimino
Marco is a 7-12 HSIE educator, and Assistant HSIE Coordinator (from 2018). He believes that building
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relationships with students is crucial in providing them with a safe environment to learn in. As such, he utilises
flipped learning (currently flipping Business Studies) to allow time to be shifted towards allowing more
collaborative work, and to allow him the time to individualise his approach to students and better address their
needs. Marco has been named in the Top 100 flipped learning leaders in the world by the Flipped Learning Global
Initiative, and is a Certified Trainer. He also harnesses the power of technology to collect, analyse, and act on data
to better address the needs of students.
8.5 Meaningful field data collection with GIS apps! (Stages 4 - 6) Workshop 80 minutes
Get more from your field data, with Survey123 for ArcGIS! This completely free excursion tool allows your
students to collect and instantly map information onto a live web map! Here, you can add secondary data layers,
which will bring your excursion data to life!
Presenter: Skye Rodgers
Skye is the Education Manager at Esri Australia - responsible for the GIS for Schools Program (taking over from
Tash). Skye has been a Senior Geography and English teacher previously, and just stepped out of the classroom to
take on this role.

